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Corrections to the transcript for 8 February 20231  

Transcript ref  Current text Corrected text 

T139:15 a plead for substituted service a plead for substituted service 

T140:21 I’m not going I’m notw going 

T141:16 it’s FEAs job it’s FEA’s job 

T141:32 but Bill Papas byut 

T142:2 bottom right.  Means bottom right. Mmeans 

T142:11 Surfacide’s Surfacide’s 

T143:32 customers customer’s 

T147:12 only onely 

T148:13 FGFSs FGFS’s 

T150:16 1B and 1B andone be 

T151:12 timing of ..... transactions timing of ..... how our transactions 

T151:44 from SM from .....  from SM from ..... Sumitomo Mitsui - - - 

T152:29 this.  We didn’t this –.  Wwe didn’t 

T153:15 that ..... had that Societe Generale..... had 

T153:22 22: 
 
That, 

22 - :Tthat, 

T156:37 Westpac’s section 60 summaries Westpac’s section 60 [section 50] 
summaries 

T157:46 section 60 summary section 60 [section 50] summary 

T158:19 2018, it’s submit 2018, it’she’d submit 

T158:28 sort of payments sort ofperiodic payments 

T159:37 Carlyle Carlisyle 

T160:28 Barden Barden 

T163:2 money hadn’t money had andn’t 

T163:3 money hadn’t money had andn’t 

T165:17 CM31 CMM-31 

T166:24 Burnetts Us BernitsasBurnetts Us 

                                                           
1 Corrections in relation to document identification numbers are to be provided directly to Law In Order to 
facilitate hyperlinking of the transcript and have not otherwise been included in this schedule.  



Transcript ref  Current text Corrected text 

T170:23 entity suit entity suedit 

T174:39 which is the annexed which is then annexed 

T176:7 that enclose the that enclosed the 

T182:34 from an attention perspective from an attention ‘intended’ 
perspective  

T183:37 Eugis EIugis 

T185.1 one of the full key one of the full four key 

T186.6 at page 210K at page 210K, [subparagraph] (k) 

T186.6-7 as to the information, and as to the information provided, and 

T186.30 March agreement March master agreement 

T186.35 Ms Orlandi Ms Orlandini 

T187.18 SKNBT SKNMBT 

T189.29 The customer is the same: 
Environmental 

The customer is the same: Veolia 
Environmental 

T189.38 date of acceptance literally date of acceptance literally of delivery 

T189.39 purposes of the purposes of the  

T189.40 order and condition, of order and condition, are of 

T189.46 EQWE through the Forum EQWE to through the Forum 

T190.1 Paperwork-wise, can you please sign 
the attached settlement schedule 

Paperwork- wise, can you please sign 
the attached. Ssettlement scheduled 

T190.11-12 Receivables, Acquisition and 
Servicing Agreement, dated 6 
November 2020 

“Receivables, Acquisition and Servicing 
Agreement, dated 6 November 2020” 

T190.16 … all of the seller’s rights, tolls, 
benefit and interests in 

… all of the seller’s rights, title tolls, 
benefit and interests in 

T190.22-23 Veolia Australia Services Pty Limited Veolia Australia Environmental Services 
Pty Limited 

T190:38 So he has – according to.  So he hwas – according to 

T191.43-44 [Remove italics]  

T191.44 ….. were sent to ….. agreements were sent to 

T193.11 It the sets out the  It then sets out the  

T193.27 go to her affidavit at the money,  go to her affidavit at the 
momentmoney,  

T194.7 Mr Damont Mr Daumont 

T195.41 @lawpanetta.com.au law@lawpanetta.com.au 

T195:42 rebecca@companygiles.com.au rebeccarebekah@companygiles.com.au 

T196. 1 @lawpanetta law@lawpanetta.com.au 



Transcript ref  Current text Corrected text 

T196:1 rebecca@companygiles.com.au rebeccarebekah@companygiles.com.au 

T197:11 to be in force to be enforced 

T197:14 force the contractors enforce the contract as 

T198:3 looking to extrudate ourselves  Looking to extricate extrudate 
ourselves  

T198:45 in our proceedings in your proceedings 
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T142.6 SMB.001.0075.0325 SMB.001.075.0325 

T153.37 MIN.5000.0067.1722 MIN.5000.0006.1722 

T153.41 MIN.5000.0067.1722 MIN.5000.0006.1722 

T162.42 MIN.5000.0024.0016 MIN.5000.0024.0001 
 

 


